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Outros Territórios (Other Territories) is a suite of ephemeral interventions proposed for a hilly 
neighborhood in Belo Horizonte: Buritis. The plan envisages an instantaneous transformation of the land-
scape through the simultaneous occupation of the many stilt systems propping up the hillside buildings.  

The array of forgotten spaces, ignored for their unsightly strangeness, will be infused with city life through 
an event that posits an open field of study: the latent possibilities in the existing city. This will be an 
opportunity to test new ideas, exchange experiences and awaken sensibilities; a way of showing that modest 
interventions with limited resources can generate lasting change (whether material or institutional) and 
become instruments through which to devise alternative solutions for the urban recomposition of such a 
frayed urban fabric as Belo Horizonte’s.  Video projections, light art, plays, horticulture, landscape interven-
tions, paintings, objects, ephemeral constructions and extreme sports are just some of the many possible 
ways these spaces could be occupied.  

The interventions will be chosen through a public, international open call for projects and the selected ideas 
will comprise an exhibition at the left-field venue Viaduto das Artes (Arts Underpass)—Phase I.   

Phase II of “Outros Territórios” will execute a number of the projects selected during Phase I and organize a 
free itinerary for visiting the executed works. The idea is to configure a circuit for debate on issues pertain-
ing to the city, explore interfaces between architecture, the visual arts, public lighting and the cityscape, and 
problematize city management, environmental and architectonic liabilities, urban voids and the real-estate 
market.    

Innovative discussions like these are on the agendas of the most attuned cultural agents of the 21st century, 
and that is why we, the Organizers, are so excited about launching this platform for debate to be shared by 
creators and locals (of the neighborhood and city as a whole) interested in looking anew at Buritis and its 
urban voids.
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_call

The Call for Projects issued along with this Term of Reference covers Phase I of a wider undertaking.  

The Call being sent out here hopes to expand the debate on urban voids beyond academic  limits by inviting 
all stakeholders to propose interventions for these stilted menageries. Professionals and students from various 
fields can present their ideas as best befits the tools of their respective trades. Proposals can be submitted in 
the form of drawings, texts, photos, etc., so proponents can choose the means most adequate to their ideas 
(see item 5 of the Call).   

The interventions can take any form so long as they are feasible and explore the potentialities/difficulties of 
the stilt structures in question. 

The selected proposals will be presented at an exhibition at Viaduto das Artes (www.viadutodasartes.com), 
a novel and instigating cultural venue installed under a pair of overpasses in Barreiro, Belo Horizonte, and 
totally aligned with the overall concept of “Outros Territórios”, namely to explore possible ways of activating 
these lacunas left by urban infrastructures.   

Later, these proposals will be discussed with residents associations and potential Festival sponsors so that 
they can come to fruition during Phase II, the “Outros Territórios” Cultural Festival, which we hope to host 
towards the end of the first semester of 2019, providing we can raise the necessary funding through Federal, 
State and other Cultural Incentive laws and wider sponsorship agreements.  

We launch this Call for Projects safe in the knowledge that we have the neighborhood’s  backing and expres-
sive interest from the sponsors already contacted. We are optimistic about, and encouraged by, the Festival’s 
chances of success and the very real prospect of the getting the selected proposals off the drawing board, 
so they can effectively transform these vacant spaces.  

_context 
a. Buritis

Buritis—named after the Cerrado palm tree that once covered its hills—is a neighborhood that has grown 
exponentially. Originally a rural property on the south side of Belo Horizonte, its vertiginous growth cobbled 
together a dense, teetering clutter in a little over a generation. A rambling building site during the 1980s 
and 90s, today it concentrates the city’s largest supply of residential units. The first houses were built there in 
1981, following the prevailing housing model, but then, in 1985, an irresponsible move was made, changing 
the local zoning ordinance to allow storied buildings. Locals and environmentalists soon realized that, given 
the rampant rate of real-estate proliferation, it wouldn’t be long before high-rise construction reached the 
Serra do Curral, and they warned against verticalization in such a mountainous region. Their warning was 
ignored and the change of ordinance went through. The only concession made to the local residents, by way 
of consolation, was the creation nearby of the city’s largest Ecological Park.
 
b. The stilts

Many of the apartment buildings that sprang up in Buritis, notorious for their bland uniformity, lack of site/
building articulation and dearth of architectural imagination, were constructed on hillsides. The stilt structures 
that prop them up are often taller than the actual buildings. Proof of the irrational mechanisms of the zoning 
law and the relentless pressure of the local real-estate market is that it took only a few years for the buriti-clad 
hills to be transformed into a cacophony of schizophrenic buildings. 

While one of these occupations (the apartments) is self-enclosed, the other, the labyrinth of stilts on which 
they rest, is staggeringly wide open. The sprawl of empty understructure, the explicitly residual nature of 
these concrete mazes and the uniformity of the buildings they support conspire to present a potential 
inversely proportional to the architectural quality of these residential blocks.  

Proposed new zoning ordinance under deliberation at the local legislative assembly determines that all stilted 
understructures must present some form of—quote unquote—aesthetic treatment. Proposal 19 of the IV 
Municipal Conference on Urban Policy states that “all new buildings must adapt to the profile of the plot on 
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which they are built, avoid leaving exposed understructures and ensure harmonious aesthetic treatment for 
any structural foundations exceeding three meters tall.”1    

In addition to the aims set forth in the Project Call, another goal of the “Outros Territórios” Festival is to 
furnish possible solutions for this startling architectonic liability, which has become such an eyesore in Buritis 
and other regions of Belo Horizonte, if not Brazil-wide.

1 IV Conferência Municipal de Política Urbana. Grupo 3, Eixo Ambiental, Proposta 19. Available in Portuguese at: 
   <http://portalpbh-hm.pbh.gov.br/pbh/ecp/files.do?evento=download&urlArqPlc=propostas_gt_ambiental_20140412.pdf> 

_intervention locations

“Stilted” buildings can be found in various neighborhoods throughout Belo Horizonte,  such as Santo 
Antônio, Santa Lúcia, Belvedere, Santa Efigênia and São Lucas, and even propping up houses in gated com-
munities in the neighboring municipalities. By focusing this Call for Projects on the stilted structures of Buritis 
specifically, the Organizing Committee aims to concentrate a network of interventions capable of generating 
collective impact on a neighborhood level, thus heightening the possible symbiotic effects that might 
develop among the proposed works.   

From this perspective, it will be possible to peruse the stilt-structure interventions of Phase II on foot, which 
is tellingly symbolic in a neighborhood where the locals venture out only by car. The inclusion of some as 
yet un-urbanized laneways as intervention sites corroborates the idea of a loggia and of a more pedestrian-
friendly borough.    

The buildings listed below are those already visited by the Organizing Committee and whose residents 
associations have expressed interest in participating in the Festival.

4
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01. Cônsul Walter 425: stilt-orchard

02. Cônsul Walter 437: stilt-cave

03. Cônsul Walter 483: gabled stilts

04. Cônsul Walter 511: : indiscreet stilts

05. Teresa Mota Valadares 76: stilt-kaleidoscope

06. Fidélis Martins 173: slender stilts

07. Maria Heilbuth Surette 1223: stilts of strays

08. Maria Heilbuth Surette 1159: standard stilts

09. Maria Heilbuth Surette 1193: giant stilts-I

10. Maria Heilbuth Surette 1295: giant stilts-II
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_loggia

This is just one of the many possible itineraries among the neighborhood’s stilt structures. Our starting point 
is nº 501 Tereza Mota Valadares Street, heading north. The drastic rise in elevation between this street and 
Cônsul Walter resulted in a veritable wall of stilts separating the two. The addresses given as reference here 
are those of the buildings themselves, but we’ll be viewing them mainly from the streets behind them. The 
names ascribed to the structures below do not constitute intervention directives, but merely serve to identify 
them by their particularities:   
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Cônsul Walter 425: 

stilt-orchard

01.

Location: 19°58’26.5”S 43°58’17.3”W 

Approximate covered area: 454,0m² 

Approximate uncovered area: 448,8m² 

Total plot size: 1225,8m² 

Estimated maximum height: 8,9m 

Visibility: partially visible from Tereza Mota Valadares Street 

Possibility of public access: yes
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Cônsul Walter 425: stilt-orchard

 
The first stilts come into view on the right, rising above a vacant lot (full of termite mounds and wild 
grass) on the edge of a dirt track. Though identified as Rua José Barcellos by a standard City Hall street 
plaque, the laneway in question is just a sea of termite mounds that spills all the way up the slope (the 
lane could also be the subject of an intervention). The understructure of the building at nº 425 Cônsul 
Walter is protected by a wall to the right of those walking up the dirt lane. Public access to the struc-
ture will be possible for a limited timeframe, but that will require the opening of a door in the wall and 
negotiations with the residents association. The understructure of this building is one of the few that 
can be accessed directly by the residents: a door on the lowermost level of the garage opens onto the 
sloping terrain below. The reason for this access is that the plot houses an orchard where orange, lemon, 
pumpkin and papaya trees grow over a well-kept lawn. The slope directly underneath the building is of 
beaten earth, and it extends all the way down to the wall shared with a neighboring building and the 
afore-mentioned unpaved lane. Wire supports run between the stilts for passion fruit to grow across. 
The stilts themselves are bare concrete, with occasional remnants of old plywood formwork and some 
exposed plumbing and electrical conduits. The buildings on either side of this one also sit on a network 
generating a sense of spontaneous spatial continuity.      

 + info www.outrosterritorios.com.br

01.
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Cônsul Walter 437: 

stilt-cave

Location:  19°58’26.5”S 43°58’17.3”W
Approximate covered area: 311,5m² 

Approximate uncovered area: 0,0m² 

Total plot size: 448,6m²

Estimated maximum height: 11m

Visibility: obscured by vegetation on the vacant lot behind

Possibility of public access: no

02.
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Cônsul Walter 437: stilt-cave

 
A little further down Tereza Mota Valadares Street, the next stilt system that comes into view is that of  nº 
437 Cônsul Walter. The slope is too steep to allow any external and therefore public access. A trapdoor in 
the garage floor is an option for the courageous, as there’s no ladder and the five-foot drop is cushioned 
only by a sack of earth. The space is visible through the trees from a vacant lot on the street below, and 
is rather steep. The ground underneath the building, overgrown with thickets and trees, also features a 
makeshift shoring wall of bare brick and plywood. The height between the ground and the underside of 
the garage varies widely, from cavernous near the retaining wall to dizzyingly high near the rear of the plot. 
The stilts cover the entire length of the site and strike up a visual continuity with those of the neighboring 
building, which are unfortunately off-limits to interventions.     

 + info www.outrosterritorios.com.br

02.
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Cônsul Walter 483:

gabled stilts

03.

Location: 19°58’23.0”S 43°58’14.9”W 

Approximate covered area: 291,3m² 

Approximate uncovered area: 92,7m² 

Total plot size: 879,8m² 

Estimated maximum height: 7,6m 

Visibility: visible from the vacant lot behind

Possibility of public access: no
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Cônsul Walter 483: gabled stilts

 
Like the last building and the next, the apartment block at nº 483 can also only be experienced from 
a distance, as the steep, irregular terrain and thick copse of the vacant lot out the back means it can 
only be seen from the street. As such, proposals for interventions that involve urban-scale objects would 
work best here. Access is difficult, whether from inside the building or outside. The front of the plot is 
broad, not so deep, and the underside of the construction provides a low ceiling. Visibility is good 
because the two upper garage floors provide a large gable overlooking the street.

Localização: 19°58’26.5”S 43°58’17.3”W 

Área coberta aproximada: 454,0m² 

público: sim

 + info www.outrosterritorios.com.br

03.
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Cônsul Walter 511:  

indiscreet stilts 

Location: 19°58’22.4”S 43°58’14.5”W
Approximate covered area: 152,3m²  

Approximate uncovered area: 23,3m²

Total plot size: 452,2m²

Estimated maximum height: 11m

Visibility: good, but will be partially or totally blocked once the new 

building is erected in the lot behind it

Possibility of public access : no

04.
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Cônsul Walter 511: indiscreet stilts  

 
This is the last stilt system on Cônsul Walter participating in “Outros Territórios”. It’s contiguous with the 
last-mentioned one, with which it shares many basic characteristics. It’s also difficult to get to, from both 
inside and outside the building. Visibility from the street out back is a little better in this case, because 
construction work is underway in the lot behind it, so it’s temporarily “clear”. Once built, however, 
the site will be occupied by apartments. The stilts of 511 are similar in breadth and height and, seen in 
elevation, form one large square and nine smaller squares. Inside the stilt system there are some trees 
and shrubbery and a slightly tilted brick wall down the back. A strip of grass separates the stilts from 
the retaining wall.   

 

Área

 + info www.outrosterritorios.com.br

04.
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Teresa Mota Valadares 76: 

stilt-kaleidoscope

05.

Location: 19°58’18.8”S 43°58’25.0”W 

Approximate covered area: 356,7m²

Approximate uncovered area: 80m²

Total plot size: 600,7m²

Estimated maximum height: 9,5m

Visibility: distant, but visible from the street out back

Possibility of public access : no
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Teresa Mota Valadares 76: stilt-kaleidoscope 

 
Heading along Teresa Mota Valadares toward Maria Heilbuth Surette Street, we pass in front of nº 76, 
almost on the corner. If we turn left at the end of Surette we come to a vacant lot that offers an excellent 
view of the stilts under nº 76, and this patch of scrub could be used as a possible access or viewing 
station for the proposed intervention. Though it’s hard to get to from outside the building, this is one of 
the few constructions that have a stairway down to the stilt system, starting in the lower garage level. 
Despite the accessibility, the residents don’t seem to have put the stilt area to any use. The rambling 
chain of stilt structures holding up the various neighboring buildings generates a kaleidoscopic effect 
when seen from this privileged vantage point.      

 + info www.outrosterritorios.com.br

05.
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Fidélis Martins 173:  

slender stilts

06.

Location: 19°58’09.8”S 43°58’16.3”W

Approximate covered area: 482,9m²

Approximate uncovered area: 0m² 

Total plot size: 672,5m² 

Estimated maximum height: 19,3m 

Visibility: expressive when seen from the vacant lot out the back 

Possibility of public access: no
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Fidélis Martins 173: slender stilts

 
Backtracking to where we left off, and heading in the opposite direction down Teresa Mota Valadares, 
after a long block’s walk we come to the next stilt structure. Located underneath a building facing 
Fidélis Martins Street and backing onto Maria Heilbuth Surette, the apartment block is also flanked by 
an unkempt, unpaved “lane”—which could also be incorporated into the intervention. The extremely 
high, steep slope and impenetrable sheep grass thickets make this a hard place to get to. However, at 
street-level, the vacant lot out the back affords an excellent view of the stilts, which have an accidentally 
sculptural aspect to them, given how slender a grid the piles form. The lattice is regular and geometrical, 
but at 15 meters from top to bottom, it’s disproportionately tall.     

Localização: 19°58’26.5”S 43°58’17.3”W 

Área coberta aproximada: 454,0m² 

 + info www.outrosterritorios.com.br

06.
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Maria Heilbuth Surette 1223:   

stilts of strays

07.

Location: 19°58’09.4”S 43°58’19.0”W

Approximate covered area: 220,6m²

Approximate uncovered area: 117,8m²

Total plot size: 479,3m² 

Estimated maximum height: 10,8m 

Visibility: laneway affords proximity and excellent visibility

Possibility of public access  público: yes
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Maria Heilbuth Surette 1223: stilts of strays

 
Almost right in front of the stilt system described above lies the third and last pedestrian lane, this one 
connecting Maria Heilbuth Surette to Professor Euclydes Ferreira below. Of the three laneways conside-
red possible intervention sites thus far, this one is the least steep—though it would still require a good 
design to make it usable. Similarly bereft of any urbanization, it could be integrated into an intervention 
using this stilt system or the one in item 8 below. The relatively easy access to the stilted terrain is throu-
gh a hole in the side wall, which makes it a good candidate for a temporary public occupation—some-
thing to be negotiated further ahead. This potential was signaled by the occasional presence of stray 
dogs there, resting in the abundant shade and shelter. Viewed from the lot out the back, its structure 
accompanies the curved corner of the building, creating a unique geometry. Internally, the stilts have 
staggered ceiling heights, ample structure and receive varied lightfall.       

Localização: 19°58’26.5”S 43°58’17.3”W 

 + info www.outrosterritorios.com.br

07.
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Maria Heilbuth Surette 1159: 

standard stilts

08.

Location: 19°58’08.8”S 43°58’19.0”W 

Approximate covered area: 157,1m² 

Approximate uncovered area: 62,9m² 

Total plot size: 512,2m² 

Estimated maximum height: 9m 

Visibility: nearby laneway affords proximity and good 

visibility

Possibility of public access: no
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Maria Heilbuth Surette 1159: standard stilts

 
This stilt system has contextual characteristics similar to the last one, except that there is no access through 
or over the wall that separates the site from the adjacent lane. As such, without structural interventions 
(and the residents association’s authorization), there’s no access to this understructure. The reason it 
has been chosen for the Festival is its excellent location, potential for interaction with its surroundings 
(landscape and neighborhood) and street-level proximity—a rare quality for the buildings constructed 
on this irregular terrain.   

 + info www.outrosterritorios.com.br

08.
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Maria Heilbuth Surette 1193: 

giant stilts-I

09.

Location: 9°58’06.7”S 43°58’19.5”W 

Approximate covered area: 1307,7m² 

Approximate uncovered area: 383,7m²

Total plot size: 2082,5m²

Estimated maximum height: 21,7m 

Visibility: expressive from the street out back 

Possibility of public access: yes
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Maria Heilbuth Surette 1193: giant stilts-I

 
Continuing right along  Professor Euclydes Ferreira we reach the largest stilt systems on our itinerary, the 
giant stilts. This one is the largest of them all, measuring nearly 60 meters across and 22 meters high. 
Inside, the stilt structure subdivides into smaller halls that are far from uniform, with different segments 
having their own specific characteristics and heights. In some of these segments, exposed plumbing, 
water tanks and drainpipes can be encountered. Closer to the street out back there are some level 
mounds that serve as veritable belvederes, with the stilts framing some excellent views of the neigh-
borhood. The fragmented nature of this massive stilt system allows for countless different approaches to 
occupation. Unfortunately, there is no access to the stilts internally or externally, but certain possibilities 
might be worth exploring on both counts.      

               + info www.outrosterritorios.com.br

09.
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Maria Heilbuth Surette 1295: 

giant stilts-II

10.

Location: 19°58’03.5”S 43°58’19.1”W 

Approximate covered area: 720,2m² 

Approximate uncovered area: 709,7m²

Total plot size: 1871m²

Estimated maximum height: 18,1m

Visibility: expressive from the street out back 

Possibility of public access: yes
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Maria Heilbuth Surette 1295: giant stilts-II

 
The last stilt system on our itinerary, this one is very similar to that described above, being similarly 
colossal in scale, with a horizontal, regular design offering expressive views of the surroundings. The 
main difference between these two “giants” is the greater continuity of the internal spaces here, which 
form a massive open gallery. The building is surrounded by other stilted apartment blocks, so its already 
vast scale seems further amplified spatially, almost like a hall of mirrors multiplying the space ad infinitum. 
There is little or no vegetation here, and most of the ground is soft or beaten earth, sometimes sloping, 
sometimes level. The structure can be accessed from Professor Euclydes Ferreira Street, but not from 
inside the building. An intervention planning a temporary public occupation of the space may require 
the installation of stairways, railings and ramps, etc.   

          + info www.outrosterritorios.com.br

10.
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_intervention directives

Participants should pick one of the buildings described above and tailor their proposals to that space. However, 
given the contractual negotiations required with each residents association, the proposals may need to be 
adapted or transferred to some other available structure. In other words, depending on the vicissitudes and 
the agreements reached, finalists may need to be allocated a similar space in a different building to the one 
originally planned. 

_budget

Proponents should bear in mind that the budgetary limit for the projects is R$20,000 (USD 5,390, as per 
the exchange rate on October 16 2018). Proposals should stay within that budget and present a summary 
listing and justifying all the expenditure necessary for the installation/construction of their design, including 
materials and man-hours. How this budget is prepared and the spreadsheet model used to render accounts 
is up to each proponent.      

_visits

There will be no guided visits to the sites during Phase I. When organization gets underway for Phase II, the 
selected proponents will be invited to survey their allotted space.  

_ jury

The jury panel will be announced on the official website of this Call,  www.outrosterritorios.com.br, in a 
timely manner vis-a-vis the submissions deadline. 

_prizes

There will be no cash prizes. 

An exhibition of the selected projects will be held at Viaduto das Artes (Arts Underpass), with exhibition 
design based on the particularities of the shortlisted proposals (where appropriate, the Organizers may ask 
the finalists to submit additional material for this exhibition). 

The results of this Call for Projects will be released on the social media, in the specialized press, mainstream 
press, blogs and portals focused on the arts/architecture and in general-interest magazines.   
       
As said earlier, the local residents have responded positively to our proposals and there is good feedback 
from potential sponsors. In other words, while we cannot guarantee that the Festival (Phase II) will go ahead, 
we are reasonably confident that it will and are thoroughly committed to making that happen. If “Outros 
Territórios” does materialize, the authors of the selected proposals will be invited to put them into practice 
and tweak their production plans
  

_exhibition and debate

All proposals that meet the submission guidelines will be published on the Call’s website www.outrosterritorios.
com.br. The exhibition at Viaduto das Artes will be accompanied by a debate and events program, to be 
announced forthwith.    

_faq

Why plan a project for such inaccessible spaces?
The Organizing Committee believes that this is an innovative project that will reap benefits for the city by 
improving the cityscape of a neighborhood pocked with underused spaces. It is an instigating way of rallying 
architecture, the visual arts, landscaping and ecology behind an innovative proposal in urban generosity. 
“Outros Territórios” is, in a nutshell, a project that will unite environmental concern with a restorative and 
investigative function of the arts in order to flag and attenuate an urban liability that has long gone ignored.    

27
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Will the buildings suffer any lasting change? 
Some interventions will last only for the duration of the Festival (Phase II), but others might be left in place, 
depending on the wishes of the residents and pending any necessary approvals from the competent authorities. 
Projects that have the potential to aggregate material or immaterial value to the building over time can be 
adopted as permanent fixtures or features.   

Will there be a legacy for the city?
Yes, the concepts of legacy and of model intervention are pillars of this event. Naturally, the character of 
each intervention and its potential permanence among the stilt systems will depend on the residents and 
other practical factors, but we can only underscore the fact that “Outros Territórios” is imbued through and 
through with the idea of transformation and, moreover, the desire to propose free, novel ways of tackling 
specific and local urban problems.  

Have any similar projects already been implemented?
Yes. The architecture firm Vazio S/A and theater group Armatrux occupied the stilt structures of two buildings 
on Stela Hanriot Street for a couple of months on two occasions, first in 2001 and again in 2004. Similar inter-
ventions have also been carried out in other cities (see the list of references below).

What other ideas, if any, underpin this Call?
We might say that it acts upon the local from a global viewpoint: the regeneration of urban voids is not 
exclusive to Buritis, but assails many other contemporary cities and neighborhoods in Brazil and abroad. 
Another aspect is that the interventions here are considered ephemeral not because they are short-lived, 
but because the legacy they leave is immaterial. Nevertheless, it’s a legacy capable of catalyzing permanent 
change. After all, the hope is that no new stilted buildings will be constructed and that those we already 
have will receive due attention from Belo Horizonte City Hall. A third concept is that the city is an increasingly 
open field of discussion, where resident participation ought to operate as driver and curator of change.     

Who is the target public?
Phase II aims to reach the entire population living, studying, working or merely circulating in the neigh-
borhood of Buritis, regardless of age, gender, class, or ethnicity. In addition to the estimated population of 
30 thousand fixed residents in the neighborhood, when we factor in the daily influx of people from the 
neighboring boroughs (Santa Lúcia, Estoril, Estrela d’Alva, Palmeiras) who depend on the services provided 
by the local universities and schools, shopping mall and various commercial centers, the number of individuals 
in Buritis on any given day can reach 100,000 people.  
 
In Phase I, the project aims to throw open a discussion on the potential of urban eyesores and lacunas, and 
anyone interested in discussing the city, Buritis and the real-estate market from the standpoints of architecture, 
the visual arts, design, landscaping and the scenic/performing arts, is invited to join in.   

_organizers

The Organizing Committee is formed by the collective Aurora, the architecture firm Vazio S/A and the curator 
Eduardo de Jesus. 

Vazio S/A was founded in 2003 by the architect Carlos Teixeira. The firm strives for an active approach that 
is full of purpose: a vision that sees informality, empty spaces and the market as pointers towards new pro-
jects and opportunities. Allied with the portfolio of a conventional firm (houses, commercial buildings, urban 
design, etc.), Vazio S/A is an experimental studio that explores architecture competitions, publications, par-
tnerships with social and artistic groups, and ephemeral urban interventions in search of new relationships 
between contemporary culture and architecture. 

Coletivo AURORA is an initiative by the architects, urbanists and lighting designers  Mariana Novaes, Paula 
Carnelós and Diana Joels, from the firms Atiaîa Design, Acenda and concepDUAL, respectively. The collective 
emerged out of the trio’s collaboration on special educational, ephemeral and multidisciplinary projects 
focused on the interface between lighting and other disciplines, with a view to co-creating actions capable 
of disseminating the impact lighting has on people’s lives and of discussing its relevance to the re-signification 
of spatial and emotional experiences.  

Eduardo de Jesus graduated in social communication from PUC-MG.He holds a master’s degree in commu-
nication from UFMG, where he teaches, and a doctorate in arts from ECA/USP. He is a curator in the fields of 28
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audiovisual production, contemporary art and technology. In conjunction with Jochen Volz, he coordinated 
courses in partnership with IEC-PUC Minas + Inhotim. His curatorial projects include “Esses Espaços”, “Den-
sidade Local” among other exhibitions.
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